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Some personals appear to be company perfins and 
perhaps should be listed as such. Can anyone 
confirm if the original owners of E13.9P or J27.5P 
were in the stamp business and that their perfins 
deserve ratings with other commercial firms? Bob 
Murrin is a well-known stamp dealer and uses his 

R.J on all business mailings Should this one be listed 
as a commercial?  
The C315.5P creating device is owned by Chuck 
Spaulding [Editors note: See front page of this 
issue.] 

 
[And a couple more from the Editor’s collection: 
  
 TYPE  DESIGN   FIRST DAY OF USE 
 H11.5P Flag(H) Sept. 5, 1966 

Des. 33.5P Star of David Feb. 7, 1985 
 Des. 52P Beaver May 25, 1984] 
 
 

Sad commentary on the "Merry Widow" 
Bob Schwerdt (505L) 

Special delivery stamp E7, ridiculed as the "Merry 
Widow, " was issued December 12, 1908 and retired 
June 8, 1909. That the winged Mercury's helmet of 
the stamp design resembled a woman's hat of the 
times was not the reason for its withdrawal. Though 
the stamp in color, size, and design was vastly 
different from its predecessors, it was recalled, 
according to George B. Sloane, because its size and 
color were similar to the current one cent postage 
stamp, and letters were not getting the service that 
they deserved. (Ridicule may have played a small 
part, however.) 
 
Perfins originated in the United States in the spring 
of 1908. So E7 fits into the early days of perfin 
usage. Since the stamp had such a brief life, we 
should not expect to find very many perfins in that 
issue, though subsequent special delivery issues are 
replete with perfins. 

The sad fact is that after almost fifty years of 
collecting perfins, I have seen only two perfins of 
E7, the ones I own. I consider E7 one of the most 
attractive of the special delivery issues and deplore 
that its usage is perhaps the briefest on record of any 
U.S. stamp. It would be useful to discover the 
number of E7's printed and distributed before recall 
to help calculate perfin possibilities. 
 
I list my two copies for the record and will gladly 
record and report any others that are reported to me:  
 

• B177 - B/O/E - Board of Education, 
Chicago – Chicago, Nov. 1908 postmark 

• C360 - C (W) - P.F. Collier & Son, New 
York - New York, Mar 29, 1909 postmark 

 
I wonder if any E7 perfins exist on cover??? 

 
 

Two Apologies from the Editor 
 
In last month’s Bulletin, in a front page note of 
congratulation, I noted parenthetically that Jerry D. 
Moore was not currently listed as a member of the 
Perfins Club. Sorry Jerry, I was working from my 2-
year old desk reference membership list and missed 
the fact that you had joined the ranks of the holey 
collectors as member  #3687. Strangely, when I went 
to confirm his membership entry date I find he 
should have been listed in the May 2002  Bulletin – 
and his information was missed at that time! So, A 

double apology to Jerry – who is listed in the 
membership list published last month (thank 
goodness!) 
 
And “Paul” Lightle (on both the first page and in the 
e-mail change listing) is, of course Dave Lightle, our 
publication sales manager. Sorry Dave. My periodic 
finger-faster-than-brain syndrome is tough when 
editing. 
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